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The Importance of Portfolio Diversification  
While it may be tempting to significantly overweight a favourite stock or sector, it is  
important to remember that by maintaining a properly diversified portfolio, investors are  
better able to navigate the inevitable twists and turns on the road towards their financial  
goals. Diversification is a crucial tool to manage risk in an investment portfolio.  

The first step to achieving your financial goal is to develop a strategic asset allocation  
(SAA). The SAA is specific to each investor and defines an appropriate mix of equities,  
fixed income, cash and other asset classes. While it is essential to have appropriate  
diversification within each component of the SAA, this article focuses on the importance  
of appropriate diversification in the equity allocation of the overall portfolio.  

Chart 1: How Many Stocks Are Required For Diversification?  

 

Source: Portfolio Advice & Investment Research  

We  suggest that roughly  25  to 30 stocks  are required  for a  well-diversified  equity  
portfolio. By holding a sufficient number of equities, investors can significantly reduce  
unsystematic risk—the risk specific to a stock or industry for which investors are not  
compensated. Examples of unsystematic risk include the risk of an energy company not  
receiving environmental permitting, labour disruptions, or supply-chain issues. Once this  
is  accomplished, systematic  risk  remains; this  is  defined as  a pervasive risk  that is  
inherent in markets, such as business-cycle and liquidity risks. During      the great  
recession for example, stocks ranging from mining to utilities came under pressure to  
varying degrees as the global economic outlook deteriorated.  

In building an equity portfolio, an investor should consider selecting securities that vary  
in terms of sector, geographic location, and other characteristics such as specific macro  
drivers or perhaps market capitalization, in order to reduce the correlations between the  
holdings. During different phases  of  the  market cycle, equities  with specific  
characteristics  could outperform.  For example: a Canadian small-cap  copper  miner  
might come under pressure as a result of softening global growth expectations while a  
large-cap  U.S. health care company would likely be more insulated from such concerns.  
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Utilizing professionally managed solutions can also play an important role in achieving sufficient diversification. Investors  
who would prefer not to construct and monitor the individual equity holdings in a portfolio can instead opt to hold a well  
diversified mutual fund, exchange traded fund, or managed portfolio (separately managed account). Managed solutions  
can also be used to complement a core portfolio whereby the investor would select the appropriate investment funds in  
order to get exposure to niche areas, such as emerging markets.  

While it is important to have a sufficient number of stocks to achieve diversification, over-diversification can also result in  
sub-par outcomes. A portfolio that is unwieldy and contains a large number of stocks could also pose its own risks—the  
risk of not only underperforming broader markets due to a lack of focus, but also the risk of not being able to effectively  
monitor the portfolio holdings over time.  

In today's complex global financial markets, it is as important as ever to establish a well-diversified portfolio that reflects  
your return objectives, constraints, and risk tolerance. By maintaining a diversified portfolio, an investor will be better able  
to weather the inevitable bumps in financial markets and remain focused on achieving their longer-term goals.  

Appendix A – Important Information  
General Research Disclosure  

The statements and statistics contained herein are based on material believed to be reliable, but are not guaranteed to be accurate or  
complete. This report is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any  
investment fund, security or other product. Particular investment, trading, or tax strategies should be evaluated relative to each  
individual’s objectives. Graphs and charts are used for illustrative purposes only and do not reflect future values or future performance.  
This document does not provide individual financial, legal, investment or tax advice. Please consult your own legal, investment and tax  
advisor. All opinions and other information in this document are subject to change without notice. The Toronto-Dominion Bank and its  
affiliates and related entities are not liable for any errors or omissions in the information or for any loss or damage suffered.  

TD Waterhouse Canada Inc. and/or its affiliated persons or companies may hold a position in the securities mentioned, including  
options, futures and other derivative instruments thereon, and may, as principal or agent, buy or sell such securities. Affiliated persons  
or companies may also make a market in and participate in an underwriting of such securities.  

Research Report Dissemination Policy  

TD Waterhouse Canada Inc. makes its research products available in electronic format. These research products are posted to our  
proprietary websites for all eligible clients to access by password and we distribute the information to our sales personnel who then may  
distribute it to their retail clients under the appropriate circumstances either by email, fax or regular mail. No recipient may pass on to  
any other person, or reproduce by any means, the information contained in this report without our prior written consent.  

Analyst Certification  

The Portfolio Advice and Investment Research analyst(s) responsible for this report hereby certify that (i) the recommendations and  
technical opinions expressed in the research report accurately reflect the personal views of the analyst(s) about any and all of the  
securities or issuers discussed herein, and (ii) no part of the research analyst’s compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, 
related to the provision of specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analyst in the research report.  

Conflicts of Interest  

The Portfolio Advice & Investment Research analyst(s) responsible for this report may own securities of the issuer(s) discussed in this  
report. As with most other employees, the analyst(s) who prepared this report are compensated based upon (among other factors) the  
overall profitability of TD Waterhouse Canada Inc. and its affiliates, which includes the overall profitability of investment  banking  
services, however TD Waterhouse Canada Inc. does not compensate its analysts based on specific investment banking transactions.  

Mutual Funds Disclosure  

Commissions, trailing commissions, performance fees, management fees, and expenses all may be associated with  
mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus, which contains detailed investment information, before investing.  
Mutual funds are not guaranteed or insured, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.  
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Corporate Disclosure  

TD Wealth represents the products and services offered by TD Waterhouse Canada Inc. (Member – Canadian Investor Protection  
Fund), TD Waterhouse Private Investment Counsel Inc., TD Wealth Private Banking (offered by The Toronto-Dominion Bank) and  
TD Wealth Private Trust (offered by The Canada Trust Company).  

The Portfolio Advice and Investment Research team is part of TD Waterhouse Canada Inc., a subsidiary of The Toronto-Dominion  
Bank.  

Trade-mark Disclosures  

Bloomberg and Bloomberg.com are trademarks and service marks of Bloomberg Finance L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, or its  
subsidiaries. All rights reserved. 

“TD Securities” is the trade name which TD Securities Inc. and TD Securities (USA) LLC jointly use to market their institutional equity  
services.  

TD Securities is a trade-mark of The Toronto-Dominion Bank representing TD Securities Inc., TD Securities (USA) LLC, TD Securities  
Limited and certain corporate and investment banking activities of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.  

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.  

® The TD logo and other trade-marks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.  
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